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MOMENT COUPLING IN THE INTERACTION OF ATOMSAND THEIR IONS WITH A 3d-ELECTRON SHELLA. V. Kosarim a, B. M. Smirnov a*, M. Capitelli b;, A. Larihiuta aJoint Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes125412, Mosow, Russiab Department of Chemistry, University of Bari, Bari, Italy IMIP-CNR, Bari, ItalyReeived November 22, 2010The moment oupling of an interating ion and atom with a 3d-eletron shell is analyzed for the ground stateof idential atoms and ions where resonant harge exhange proeeds with transition of a 4s-eletron. Theinteration of the ion harge with the atom quadrupole moment is important for this system along with theexhange interations and spin-orbital interations inside an isolated atom and ion. The quadrupole momentfor 3d-atoms in the ground states is evaluated. The hierarhy of interations in a moleular ion is analyzeddepending on ion�atom distanes and is ompared with the standard Hund sheme. The resonant harge ex-hange proeeds e�etively at separations orresponding to an intermediate ase between ases �a� and �� ofthe Hund oupling sheme.1. INTRODUCTIONThe oupling of eletron moments in atoms, ions,and moleules determines their quantum numbers,whih are responsible for the behavior of these atomipartiles in various proesses of their interations andollisions. General priniples of moment oupling arebased on spetrosopi data and were formulated foratoms [1℄ and moleules [2, 3℄ at the stage of reationof the quantum mehanis. Our understanding of theseproblems has expanded with an inrease in our experi-ene in atomi physis. In partiular, the study of reso-nant harge exhange of light atoms and their ions with�lling p-shells [4�7℄ allows revising the Hund sheme ofmoment oupling in moleules. In this paper, we ana-lyze oupling in moleular ions of elements of the ironperiod, being guided by distanes between an ion andthe parent atom that are responsible for the resonantharge exhange proess.It is important that the moment oupling for weaklyinterating ion and atom also determines the ross se-tion of this proess. We demonstrate this with a sim-ple example. As follows from Table 1, the on�gura-*E-mail: bmsmirnov�gmail.om

tion of eletron shells for a 3d-atom and ion di�ers bythe addition of one s-eletron to the ion in most ases.It may seem that the harge exhange proess an beonsidered in this ase as the s-eletron transition be-tween two strutureless ores. But this takes plae ifthe ion�atom exhange interation signi�antly exeedsthe quadrupole ion�atom interation at distanes thatgive the main ontribution to the ross setion of res-onant harge exhange. For di�erent relative strengthsof these two interations, the ross setion may be lessby an order of magnitude.This requires analyzing the hierarhy of ion�atominterations. In the absene of nulear motion, we havethree types of interations for the ion and atom witha given orbital moment and spin: the moleular iononsisting of an ion and the parent atom, with spin-orbital interation of the atomi ion and the atom,the quadrupole interation of the ion harge with theatom, and the ion�atom exhange interation at largeseparations. It an be seen that the lassial Hundsheme [2, 3℄ is not suitable in this ase beause wehave two types of eletrostati interation (quadrupoleand exhange ones). Below, we therefore analyze thehierarhy of interations for an ion and the parent atomfor the iron period elements.419



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011Table 1. Eletron shells and eletron terms for atoms and ions with a �lled 3d-eletron shell in the ground states, andthe ionization potential as the eletron binding energy with ion formation in the ground state [8, 9℄. The asterisk markseletronially exited states of an atom or ionElementnumber Element Atomshell Transferredeletron Atomterm Ionterm I0, m�1 B, m�1 b, m�121 S 3d4s2 s 2D 3D 52922 36 17:4� 0:421 S 3d24s d 4F � 3D 41402 7:50� 0:02 17:4� 0:422 Ti 3d24s2 s 3F 4F 55000 27:9� 0:3 18:8� 0:122 Ti 3d34s d 5F � 4F 48443 10:4� 0:2 18:8� 0:123 V 3d34s2 s 4F 5F � 56964 27:1� 0:4 20:3� 0:324 Cr 3d54s s 7S3 6S5=2 54570 0 024 Cr 3d54s d 7S3 6D� 66512 0 23:0� 0:625 Mn 3d54s2 s 6S5=2 7S3 59959 0 026 Fe 3d64s2 s 5D 6D 63740 �50� 1 �46:5� 0:727 Co 3d74s2 s 4F 5F � 66751 �89� 3 �57:0� 0:828 Ni 3d84s2 s 3F 2D 61600 �162� 4 �50:229 Cu 3d104s s 2S1=2 1S0 62317 0 029 Cu 3d104s d 2S1=2 3D� 84246 0 �1532. MOMENT COUPLING IN ATOMS ANDIONS WITH THE 3d-ELECTRON SHELLThe interation between an ion and the parent atomat large separations an be divided into three types �spin�orbit, quadrupole, and exhange interations �and our task is to onstrut the hierarhy of these in-terations in eah partiular ase and to determine thequantum numbers of the moleular ion under these on-ditions. Beause the spin-orbital interation for the ionand atom inside the moleular ion is the same as whenthe ion and atom are separated, we use the spetro-sopi data [8, 9℄ for spin-orbital interations in theseatoms and ions. In priniple, these atoms and ions aremany-eletron systems, where eletrons are loated inthe Coulomb �eld of the nuleus. Based on the one-eletron approximation, where eletrons are loated ina self-onsistent �eld of the nuleus and other eletrons,and using the Pauli priniple, we an redue the hara-ter of the eletron distribution in the nuleus Coulomb�eld to the shell atom sheme [10, 11℄. Below, we on-sider atoms and ions with 4sk3dn atomi shells.The next approximation in this analysis is the sum-mation of the moments of individual eletrons of thiseletron shell into the total orbital moment L of elet-rons and the total eletron spin S, whih are quantumnumbers of atoms (or ions) [10, 11℄. These quantumnumbers may be appliable if the relativisti intera-

tions are ignored. If the relativisti interations aretaken into aount, then in addition to the above quan-tum numbers L and S, the total moment J is also anatom quantum number, and hene L, S, J , MJ are theatom quantum numbers (MJ is the projetion of thetotal atom moment onto a given diretion).Table 1 ontains the spetrosopi energy data forthe ground state quantum numbers of atoms and ions ofthe iron period elements [8, 9℄. We introdue the atomionization potential I with ion formation in a givenstate as I = I0 �EJ +Ej ; (2.1)where I0 is the atom ionization potential for the lo-west-energy values of the atom, J and ion j total mo-ments at given eletron shells and quantum numbersLSls, and EJ and Ej are the exitation energies for theindiated values of the atom and ion moments. Theatom ionization potential I haraterizes the bindingenergy of a transferred eletron if we regard harge ex-hange resulting from the eletron transition from oneore to another one as a resonant proess. The parame-ters of atom and ion spetra in formula (2.1) are takenfrom [8, 9℄. The exitation energies EJ and Ej of anatom and ion with the total moments J and j an beapproximated as [12℄420



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011 Moment oupling in the interation of atoms : : :EJ = BJ(J + 1)� BJ0(J0 + 1);Ej = bj(j + 1)� bj0(j0 + 1); (2.2)where J0 and j0 are the total moments for the groundatom and ion states. The values of the parameters Band b and their auray follow from the spetrosopidata [8, 9℄.The data in Table 1 justify the Hund rules [1, 12℄,aording to whih the ground state of an atom or ionwith a given eletron shell is haraterized by the max-imum spin due to the exhange interation betweeneletrons, and among the states with the maximumspin, the maximum orbital number orresponds to theatom or ion ground state. As regards the total mo-ment, it is minimal if the shell is less than half-�lledand maximal if the �lling is above one half. We notethat just the analysis of atoms and ions of the irongroup of the periodial system of elements (from san-dium to nikel) allowed Hund [1℄ to formulate the rulesfor the hierarhy of atom and ion energy levels. Onemore aspet of the Hund rules relates to the sequeneof �ne levels aording to whih exitation of �ne levelsorresponds to an inrease in the total moment if theeletron shell is less than half-�lled, and to a dereasein the total momentum otherwise.Table 2 gives the lowest eletron levels for the vana-dium atom and ion and also for the obalt atom andion [8, 9, 13℄ as examples of atoms and ions with �llingd-shells. The analysis of these data exhibits the validityof the LS sheme of moment oupling beause the en-ergy di�erene for states with the same value of the or-bital and spin moments is small ompared to the energydistane between the neighboring levels of di�erent Land S. Next, there is ompetition between 3d- and4s-states. For this reason, the states of a given atom orion with a di�erent number of 4s- and 3d-eletrons arealternated. Moreover, there is a mixing of states withdi�erent eletron shells in the ase of an exited vana-dium ion, as well as for more exited states of otheratoms and ions. This ompetition is important for theresonant harge exhange proess.Table 2 also exhibits that the exhange intera-tion between s- and d-shells in the ases onsideredis 4000�6000 m�1 and is small ompared to the split-ting energy for states of this d-shell. This exhangeinteration is haraterized by the energy di�erene forthe states of an atom or ion with one 4s-eletron anddi�erent total spins at the same total moment of thed-eletron shell.

3. INTERACTION BETWEEN AN ION ANDTHE PARENT ATOM WITH A 3d-SHELLOur goal is to analyze the harater of momentoupling for moleular ions onsisting of an ion of theiron group and the parent atom at large distanes be-tween them. We are guided by distanes that deter-mine the ross setion of resonant harge exhange inollisions of these ions and atoms. This proess oursat large distanes between the ion and the atom om-pared to atomi sizes, where the ion�atom interationis weak. This allows separating various types of inter-ations and onstruting a hierarhy of interations inthis moleular ion.In view of the hierarhy of the interation poten-tials for an atom and its ion if the distane R betweenthem is large, we represent the ionization potential Iof a transferred eletron based on formula (2.1),I(R) = I = I0 �EJ + Ej + eqMR3 � 12�(R); (3.1)where I0(LSls) is the atom ionization potential if theatom and ion are separated and are in the states withthe given values of the atom moment L and spin S andthe same quantum numbers ls for the ion; the energiesEJ and Ej orrespond to exitation of the atom withthe total moment J and the ion with the total momentj with respet to the lowest-energy states with the to-tal moments J0 and j0 for the isolated atom and ion;qM is the atom quadrupole moment if M is the atomorbital moment; and �(R) is the ion�atom exhangeinteration potential resulting from the eletron transi-tion from one atomi ore to another, with the + signorresponding to an even state of the moleular ion, andthe � sign orresponding to an odd state with respetto re�etion of eletrons with respet to the symme-try plane that is perpendiular to the moleular axisand bisets it. In this onsideration, we restrit our-selves to the exhange interation inside the atom andion, and therefore LS and ls (the orbital moments andspins of the atom and ion) are their quantum num-bers, and the orbital moments and spins are summedinto the total moments J and j of the atom and ionin the framework of the LS-oupling sheme. There-fore, formula (3.1) orresponds to a ertain hierarhy ofmoleular energies. Pratially, I(R) is the moleularion energy at large ion�atom separations, and we ountthis energy from the ground state of two noninteratingatomi partiles.In formula (3.1), the interation of the ion hargewith the atom quadrupole moment is the basi eletro-stati ion�atom interation at large separations. We421



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011Table 2. Positions of the lowest levels for vanadium and obalt atoms and ions. J is the value of the total momentumof the atomi partile, nJ is the number of suh states, E is the exitation energy of the lowest state from the group witha given LS, �E is the di�erene between the energies of the lowest and highest states of this groupAtom, ion Con�guration Term J nJ E, m�1 �E, m�1V I 3d34s2 a4F 3/2�9/2 4 0 5533d4(5D)4s a6D 1/2�9/2 5 2112 3133d4(5D)4s a4D 1/2�7/2 4 8413 3043d34s2 a4P 1/2�5/2 3 9544 2803d34s2 a2G 7/2�9/2 2 10892 2083d34s2 a2P 3/2�1/2 2 13801 9.43d34s2 a2D 3/2�5/2 2 14515 343d4(3H)4s a4H 7/2�13/2 4 14910 163V II 3d4 a5D 0�4 5 0 3393d3(4F )4s a5F 1�5 5 2605 5583d3(4F )4s a3F 2�4 3 8640 4583d4 a3P 0�2 3 11296 6133d4 a3H 4�6 3 12545 1613d4 b3F 2�4 3 13491 1183d3(4P )4s a5D 1�3 3 13512 2303d4 + 3d3(2G)4s a3G 3�5 3 14462 194Co I 3d74s2 a4F 3/2�9/2 4 0 18093d8(3F )4s b4F 9/2�3/2 4 3483 15933d8(3F )4s a2F 7/2�5/2 2 7442 10183d74s2 a4P 5/2�1/2 3 13796 6043d8(3P )4s b4P 5/2�1/2 3 15184 1113d74s2 a2G 9/2�7/2 2 16468 7663d8(1D)4s a2D 3/2�5/2 2 16471 3093d8(3P )4s a2P 3/2�1/2 2 18390 385Co II 3d8 a3F 4�2 3 0 15973d7(4F )4s a5F 5�1 5 3351 18543d7(4F )4s b3F 4�2 3 9813 15093d8 a1D 2 1 11651 �3d8 a3P 2�0 3 13261 3333d7(4P )4s a5P 3�1 3 17772 5673d8 a1G 4 1 19190 �3d7(2G)4s a3G 5�3 3 21625 790derive this part of the interation potential from a ge-neral formula that allows �nding the expression for theatom quadrupole moment. If an ion that is rerardedas a harge +e loate at the ion point, and the atomvalene eletrons are at large separations R, then their interation potential is given byV (R) = ke2R � kXi e2jR�rij = kXi 1Xn=2�riR�n Pn(os �i);422



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011 Moment oupling in the interation of atoms : : :where ri is the oordinate of ith valene eletron, �iis the angle of the radius vetor of this eletron withrespet to the axis joining the harge and the atomnuleus, and k is the number of valene eletrons. Ex-panding this formula in the reiproal ion�atom dis-tanes R, we an represent the seond term of this in-teration, the ion�atom quadrupole interation, in theform V = � ebq2R3 ; (3.2)where the quadrupole moment operator is [14℄bq = kXi r2i P2(os�i): (3.3)We note that beause the quadrupole moment operatoris independent of the spin oordinate in the frameworkof the LS oupling sheme of the atom, it depends onthe quantum numbers LM (the orbital moment andits projetion onto the moleular axis). Assuming theatom quadrupole moment to be determined by valeneeletrons, we have its matrix elementshLM jbqjLM 0i = qLMÆMM 0 ; qLM = hLM jbqjLMi;and qLM = qL;�M :Beause the atom is isotropi on average, we have therelation LXM=�L qLM = 0: (3.4)Aordingly, the quadrupole moment is zero for anatom with L = 0.The total number of valene eletrons for an atomwith a ompleted eletron shell having the moment lis n = 2(2l+ 1). We an ompare the quadrupole mo-ments for an atom with a given eletron shell and anatom with the same number k of eletrons and holes,i. e., for the atoms with k and 2(2l + 1) � k eletrons.We have qLM (k) = �qL;M(4l + 2� k):If a valene eletron is in the �eld of a struturelessore, formula (3.3) gives [14℄qlm = 2 
r2P2 os �� = 2 3m2 � l(l+ 1)(2l � 1)(2l+ 3) r2; (3.5)

where l and m are the eletron moment and its proje-tion onto the axis and r2 is the average square of theeletron orbit radius. Hene, beause the quadrupolemoment operator for the eletron shell isbq = kXi=1 bqi;where bqi is the quadrupole moment operator for theith eletron, formula (3.5) gives the atom quadrupolemoment in the one-eletron approximation [14℄ asqLM = 2 kXi 3m2i � l(l+ 1)(2l � 1)(2l+ 3) r2 (3.6)in the ase where the eletron shell ontains k valeneeletrons with an orbital moment l. This formula holdsonly in the ase where the atom eletrons are hara-terized by a ertain ombination of the moment pro-jetions mi, suh that the atom wave funtion onsistsof only one oordinate wave funtion rather than theirombination [12℄.It is onvenient to introdue the redued quadrupolemoment QLM using the relationqLM = 2r2(2l � 1)(2l+ 3)QLM : (3.7)Below, we apply this formula to an atom with valened-eletrons, whereqLM = 2r221 �QLM (3.8)and in the one-eletron approximation,QLM = kXi=1(3m2i � 6): (3.9)The redued quadrupole moment also satis�es the re-lations QLM = QL;�M ; XM QLM = 0: (3.10)In addition, we an relate the quadrupole moment forany momentum projetion to that at the projetionmomentum oinident with the moment, namely, [12℄QLM = QLL 3M2 � L(L+ 1)L(2L� 1) : (3.11)We are based on the one-eletron approximation,and therefore the wave funtion for valene eletrons isa ombination of Slater determinants [11; 15�17℄, whih423



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011inlude the one-eletron wave funtions of valene ele-trons. Then formula (3.9) holds if the eletron wavefuntion for valene eletrons is determined by a singleSlater determinant. This pertains to quadrupole mo-ments QLL if an atom has the maximum projetion ofthe total orbital moment or spin if these projetionsof moments have the maximum possible values. Forthe states d2(3F ), d2(1G), and d3(4F ), QLL takes therespetive values 3, 12, and 3. In partiular, for theeletron shell d3(4F ), we use formula (3.9) to obtainthe atom quadrupole momentQ33 = 3; Q32 = 0;Q31 = �9=5; Q30 = �12=5: (3.12)These values satisfy relations (3.10).If the wave funtion of valene eletrons in theone-eletron approximation annot be represented asa single Slater determinant, then �nding the atomquadrupole moment beomes ompliated. It may seemthat beause the quadrupole moment operator in (3.3)is the sum of one-eletron operators, it is onvenient touse the parentage sheme for the wave funtion of va-lene eletrons by representing it in the form [11; 19�21℄	LSMLMS (1; 2; : : : ; k) = 1pk P̂ Xl;ml;s;ms;�;� GLSls (le; k);" le l L� ml ML #24 12 s S� ms MS 35��	lsmlms(1; : : : ; k � 1) le 12��(1);where k is the number of a valene eletron, the ope-rator P̂ permutes positions and spins of a test va-lene eletron and other valene eletrons, LSMMSare atom quantum numbers (the atom angular mo-ment, the atom spin and projetions of these momentsonto a quantizations axis), lsm;ms are similar quan-tum numbers of an atomi ore, le 12 ; �� are the indi-ated quantum numbers of an extrated valene elet-ron, and GLSls (le; k) is the frational parentage oe�-ient or the Raah oe�ient [19℄, whih is responsiblefor eletron oupling with the atomi ore in formingthe atom. Beause of the permutation of eletrons,the quadrupole moment due to a given eletron is thesum of the quadrupole moment of an extrated eletronand of the atomi ore. In this ase, the requirement isthat beause of the Pauli priniple, the wave funtionof the ore eletron must not oinide with that of anextrated eletron, and this ompliates evaluation ofthe atom quadrupole moment and makes this sheme

Table 3. The redued quadrupole moments QLM foratoms with the 3d2-eletron shellEletronterm M = 0 M = 1 M = 2 M = 3 M = 4(3d2)1S 0 � � � �(3d2)3P 42/5 �21=5 � � �(3d2)1D 18/7 9/7 �18=7 � �(3d2)3F �12=5 �9=5 0 3 �(3d2)1G �60=7 �51=7 �24=7 3 12nonprodutive. It is more pragmati to onstrut thewave funtion of valene eletrons as a ombination ofSlater determinants, and this is a ompliated opera-tion.We use the above formulas for atoms with two va-lene d-eletrons (or holes), i. e., in the ase where theatom has the d2-eletron shell. We an then separatespae and spin oordinates beause the quadrupole mo-ment is independent of spin oordinates. Then thespae wave funtion 	LSM (1; 2) of this atom is givenby	LM =Xm " 2 2 Lm M �m M #��  2m(1) 2;(M�m)(2); (3.13)where the arguments of the wave funtions indiate thenumbers of eletrons. From this, we obtain the reduedquadrupole moment of the two-eletron atoms with dvalene eletrons asQLM =Xm (6m2 + 3M2 � 6mM � 12)�� " 2 2 Lm M �m M #2 : (3.14)Table 3 ontains the quadrupole moments of atomswith the d2-valene eletron shell. We note that be-ause the two-eletron wave funtion hanges sign as aresult of an exhange of eletrons, the eletron stateswith an even total orbital moment L are haraterizedby the spin S = 0, and orrespond to odd orbital mo-ments L S = 1. Next, the quadrupole moment is aneven funtion of M , and therefore we restrit ourselfbelow to the aseM � 0. Of ourse, the values in Tab-le 3 satisfy relations (3.10) and (3.11). We note thatthe redued quadrupole moments QLM for the 3d3(4F )and 3d2(4P ) states under onsideration oinide.424



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011 Moment oupling in the interation of atoms : : :Table 4. The redued quadrupole moments QLM foratoms with 3d-valene eletrons for the lowest eletronstates given in Table 1Atom, shell,eletron term Q0 Q1 Q2 Q3 r2=a20S (3d4s2)(2D) 6 3 �6 � 16.2S (3d24s)(4F ) 6 3 �6 � 21.3Ti (3d24s2)(3F ) �12=5 �9=5 0 3 14.2Ti (3d34s)(5F ) �12=5 �9=5 0 3 16.8V (3d34s2)(4F ) �12=5 �9=5 0 3 12.8Cr (3d54s)(7S3) 0 � � � 13.0Mn (3d54s2)(6S5=2) 0 � � � 11.0Fe (3d64s2)(5D) �6 �3 6 � 9.9Co (3d74s2)(4F ) �12=5 �9=5 0 3 8.8Ni (3d84s2)(3F ) �12=5 �9=5 0 3 9.8Cu (3d104s)(2S1=2) 0 � � � 9.5The above results give the values for the atomquadrupole moments for the ground states listed inTable 1. The quadrupole moments of the ground statesof atoms of the iron group of the periodial system arerepresented in Table 4. We take into aount that theaddition of an s-eletron to a dn-shell does not hangethe atom quadrupole moment, and the values r2 in Tab-le 4 are taken from [18℄.4. HIERARCHY OF ION�ATOMINTERACTIONS AT LARGE SEPARATIONSThe above analysis is appliable if the quadrupoleion�atom interation signi�antly exeeds the �ne split-ting of atom levels that orresponds to the quantumnumbers LMSJlsjmj (4.1)of the weakly interating ion and atom, where L, M ,S, and J are the atom orbital moment its projetion onthe moleular axis, the atom spin, and the total atommoment and l, s, j, and mj are the ion orbital momentthe ion spin, the total atom moment and its projetiononto the moleular axis. If the ion�atom quadrupoleinteration is relatively small, then the quantum num-bers are LSJMJ lsjmj ; (4.2)whereMJ and mj are the projetions onto the moleu-lar axis for the total atom and ion moments. The re-

Table 5. The redued quadrupole moments QLSJMJfor atoms with the 3d3-eletron shellMJnJ 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/21/2 �36=25 �198=175 �10=7 �23/2 36/25 �99=350 �6=7 �3=25/2 � 99/70 2/7 1/27/2 � � 2 19/2 � � � 3dued atom quadrupole moments in the basis LSJMJan be related to those in the basis LMSJ as [12℄QLSJMJ =XM " L S JM MJ �M MJ #2QLM : (4.3)We note that the redued quadrupole moment in ba-sis (4.2) has the idential symmetry properties as themoment in (3.10),QJ;MJ = QJ;�MJ ; XMJ QJMJ = 0: (4.4)The quadrupole moments in basis (4.2) are relatedas [12℄ QJ;MJ = QJ;J 3M2J � J(J + 1)J(2J � 1) : (4.5)In addition, the maximum moment projetions inbases (4.2) and (4.1) are related asQJ;J = QL;L3�(2��1)�2J(J+1)L(L+1)(J+1)(2J+3)L(2L�1) ;� = hbJbLi = [J(J+1)+L(L+1)�S(S+1)℄=2: (4.6)Table 5 lists the redued quadrupole moments ofan atom with the 3d3-eletron shell in basis (4.2). Thevalidity of this formula an be veri�ed for any value inTable 5.We now onstrut the hierarhy of energy levels foran ion interating with its parent atom. The quasi-moleule states an be divided into groups suh thateah group is haraterized by ertain quantum num-bers LSls. This means that aording to the behaviorof energy levels for atoms and ions of the iron groupof the periodial system of elements [8, 9℄, the ener-gy di�erene for the states with di�erent values of thequantum numbers LSls is large ompared to the stateswith di�erent quantum numbers Jj for the same va-lues LSls. The �ne splitting of atom and ion levels425
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Fig. 1. Eletron terms (ionization potentials) for thequasimoleule V (3d34s2;4 F )+V +(3d3(4F )4s5F ) ex-pressed in m�1 at the ion�atom separation R = 10a0in aordane with formula (3.1). Eletron terms aregiven in basis (4.1), and the sequene of valid quantumnumbers for energy levels for eletron terms is givenon the right, and energies of some levels oinide; thesplitting due to the exhange ion�atom interation isignoredmay be omparable with the quadrupole ion�atom in-teration in the range of ion�atom separations underonsideration. Figures 1 and 2 ontain the positionsof eletron terms for vanadium ions and their parentatoms for the ground ion and atom states at distanesR = 10a0 and R = 20a0. In Figs. 1 and 2, we givethe spetra of the interating vanadium atom and ionin the ase where the atom eletron shell results fromjoining an s-eletron to the ion eletron shell. ThenL = l and S = s + 1=2. At the separation R = 10a0in Fig. 1, the sheme of quantum numbers in (4.1)is realized, and Fig. 2 with the separation R = 20a0orresponds to sheme (4.2), where the quadrupoleion�atom interation potential is small ompared to the�ne level splitting for the ion and atom. In intermedi-ate ases where the spin�orbit interation is omparableto the quadrupole ion�atom interation, the positionsof the moleular levels may be found by the standardmethod [12℄ of solving the seular equation that in-ludes the quadrupole and spin�orbit interations. Wepreviously used this operation for oxygen and nitro-gen [6, 7℄, where the atom quadrupole moment is de-termined by valene p-eletrons.Restriting to the ase of the vanadium ion andatom in Figs. 1, 2, we analyze the transition from
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Fig. 2. Eletron terms (ionization potentials) for thequasimoleule V (3d34s2;4 F )+V +(3d3(4F )4s5F ) ex-pressed in m�1 at the ion�atom separation R = 20a0in aordane with formula (3.1). Eletron terms aregiven in the basis (4.2), and the sequene of valid quan-tum numbers for energy levels for eletron terms isgiven on the right, and energies of some levels oinide;the splitting due to the exhange ion�atom interationis ignoredsheme (4.1) to (4.2). For de�niteness, we omparethe energy gaps between energy levels for states withthe quantum numbers JM (J is the atom total momentandM is the orbital moment projetion onto the mole-ular axis) for neighboring values of J and M . The en-ergy gap between levels with quantum numbers 9=2; 3and 9=2; 2 is equal to the energy gap between levels withquantum numbers 9=2; 3 and 7=2; 3 at the separationR = 14a0. Separations of this order of magnitude har-aterize the transition from quantum numbers (4.1) toquantum numbers (4.2) for vanadium, as R inreasesfrom approximately R = 10a0 to R = 20a0. We alsonote that at R = 10a0 (Fig. 3), the seond upper levelis oupled to the third one, and the forth upper levelis oupled to the �fth one, but this does not a�et thegeneral form of the spetra. In addition, levels withneighboring values of LSls are almost unoupled.5. COUPLING OF ELECTRON MOMENTS INRESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGEOur goal is to onstrut the interation potentialof an ion and its parent atom at large distanes bet-ween these partiles, in the ase where these distanesdetermine the ross setion of the resonant harge ex-426
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Fig. 3. The asymptoti oe�ient A for a 4s-eletronof the vanadium atom. As an be seen, as a result ofapproximating the numerial wave funtion by asymp-toti expression (5.2) in the region (6�12)a0, we obtainA = 1:30 � 0:02hange proess in slow ion�atom ollisions. Then to-gether with the eletrostati interation between thesepartiles, whih is determined mostly by the ion inter-ation with the quadrupole atom moment, we take theexhange ion�atom interation into aount, whih isdetermined by eletron transfer from one atomi oreto another. This exhange interation is responsible forthe resonant harge exhange whose nature onsists inthe interferene of even and odd states of the moleularion onsisting of an ion and an atom [22℄. Then the ex-hange ion�atom interation potential �(R) at a givenseparation R is the energy di�erene for the even andodd states with respet to re�etion of all eletrons atthis separation with respet to the symmetry plane thatbisets the axis joining the nulei and is perpendiularto this axis.We fous on the interation of the ion and atomin the ground state for elements of the iron group ofthe periodial system, where the ion and atom elet-ron shells di�er by one 4s-eletron (see Table 1). Thisresults from ompetition between 3d- and 4s-eletronshells for atoms and ions of this group and simpli�esour analysis. Therefore, restriting ourselves to the in-teration of atoms and ions in the ground states with3d-eletron shells, we obtain that the exhange inter-ation potential is determined by the transition of ans-eletron and is given by a formula in [23℄ for stru-tureless ores,�s(R) = A2R2=�1 exp(�R � 1=); (5.1)

where we use the atomi units for simpliity, the pa-rameter  is related to the atom ionization potentialI as I = 2=2, and the parameter A haraterizes theasymptoti behavior of the wave funtion for a valeneeletron. As a funtion of the distane r from the ore,the eletron radial wave funtion R(r), if it is normali-zed to unity, is equal toR(r) = Ar1=�1 exp(�r) (5.2)far from the ore. We note that formula (5.1) is iden-tial for atoms with 4s- and 4s2-eletron shells.Formula (5.1) desribes the ase where the atomand ion states di�er by one s-eletron. Aording toTable 1, this applies to almost all elements of the irongroup of the periodial system exept the ases with ad3-eletron shell (or a d3-hole shell). In this ase, theion�atom exhange interation is zero in the frameworkof transitions of one eletron, and the ross setion ofresonant harge exhange is small ompared to that re-sulting from transitions of one eletron. But the lowestexited state of an ion with a low exitation energy,as follows from Table 1, permits the one-eletron ex-hange interation, and just suh transitions are takeninto aount in the ion�atom exhange interation.Table 6 ontains the parameters of formula (5.1)that are of interest for the resonant harge exhangeproess involving atoms and ions with 3d-eletron shellsin the ground states, where the exhange proess resultsfrom transition of a 4s-eletron. We obtain the values ofthe asymptoti oe�ient A for the transferred s-elet-ron using the standard method [23, 24℄ of mathingasymptoti wave funtion (5.2) with that obtained froma numerial solution of the Shrödinger equation [25℄.An example of this mathing for the vanadium atomis given in Fig. 3. We here de�ne the asymptoti oef-�ient A(r) in aordane with formula (5.2), and theauray for the average value of this parameter is de-termined by its values in the range from r = 4= to8=.We an alulate the ross setion of resonantharge exhange using the asymptoti formula that hasthe following form in the two-state approximation forthe transition of an s-eletron between two struture-less ores [22�24℄:�res = �R202 ; �(R0)v s�R02 = e�C2 = 0:28; (5.3)and we use the atomi units. We assume the parame-ters of the ores to be idential in this proess. Table 6ontains the values of the parameter R0 aording toformula (5.3) the ion energy of 1 eV for a motionless427



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011Table 6. Parameters of a transferred s-eletron in the resonant harge exhange proess for atoms and ions with3d-eletron valene shellsElementnumber Element Atomshell Atomstate Ionstate  A R0=a0 �(R0), m�121 S 3d4s2 2D 3D 0.694 1:31� 0:02 22 10.322 Ti 3d24s2 3F 4F 0.708 1:28� 0:01 21 10.423 V 3d34s2 4F 5F � 0.720 1:30� 0:02 20 10.424 Cr 3d54s 7S3 6S5=2 0.705 1:16� 0:02 22 9.725 Mn 3d54s2 6S5=2 7S3 0.694 1:32� 0:02 22 9.426 Fe 3d64s2 5D 6D 0.762 1:39� 0:02 19 10.527 Co 3d74s2 4F 5F � 0.780 1:50� 0:02 18 10.628 Ni 3d84s2 3F 2D 0.749 1:28� 0:02 19 10.129 Cu 3d104s 2S1=2 1S0 0.754 1:29� 0:02 19 9.8Table 7. The ases of Hund oupling [2, 3, 12℄Hund ase Relation Quantum numbersa Ve � Æf � Vrot �; S; Snb Ve � Vrot � Æf �; S; SN Æf � Ve � Vrot 
d Vrot � Ve � Æf L; S; LN ; SNe Vrot � Æf � Ve J; JNatom. The value of the ion�atom exhange interation�(R0) at this distane between the nulei haraterizesthe harater of moment oupling in the moleular ionsat suh separations.Now, guided by the standard Hund sheme givenin Table 7, we analyze the harater of moment ou-pling in moleular ions. The standard sheme for a hi-erarhy of interation energies in a diatomi moleuleinludes the Hund ases of moment oupling [2, 3, 12℄and is based on three types of interation: the eletro-stati interation potential Vex, the �ne level splittingor spin�orbital interation Æf , and the rotational energyVrot due to relative motion of the nulei in a diatomimoleule. There are six Hund ases of moment ouplingdepending on the relation between these interations,and they are represented in Table 7.The Table shows the quantum numbers of diatomimoleules in the framework of the Hund ouplingsheme [2, 3, 12℄. There, L is the total eletron angu-lar momentum of the moleule, S is the total eletronspin, J is the total eletron moment of the moleule,

n is the unit vetor along the moleular axis, K is therotation moment of the nulei, � is the projetion ofthe angular momentum of eletrons onto the moleularaxis, 
 is the projetion of the total eletron momentJ onto the moleular axis, Sn is the projetion of theeletron spin onto the moleular axis, and LN , SN , andJN are projetions of these moments onto the diretionof the nuleus rotation momentum N. Below, we takethis sheme as a basis for our analysis.We now redue the harater of interation in-side moleular ions under onsideration to the Hundsheme. We introdue the rotation energy in an ion�atom ollision as Vrot = ~vR0 ; (5.4)where v is the relative ion�atom veloity and R0 is theseparation that determines the ross setion of reso-nant harge exhange (5.3) for strutureless ores. Weompare the rotation energy Vrot with the exhangeion�atom interation potential �(R0) given by (5.3):their ratio is equal to�(R0)Vrot(R0) = 0:28r 2�pR0 = 0:22pR0: (5.5)Beause R0 � 10 under thermal and eV-energies, itfollows that the rotation energy and the exhange inter-ation potential are omparable for ion�atom distanesthat determine the ross setion of resonant harge ex-hange. In addition, the rotation energy is small om-pared to other interation potentials UM , Æi, and Æa,and this determines the harater of moment ouplingin this ase. Indeed, for the vanadium ase with the d3428



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011 Moment oupling in the interation of atoms : : :eletron shell, the distane between neighboring stateswith quantum numbers (4.1) or (4.2) is � 100 m�1,while �(R0) � Vrot � 10 m�1. We note that from thestandpoint of the standard sheme of moment ouplinggiven in Table 7, the onditions in Fig. 1 pertain toase �a� of Hund oupling, whereas Fig. 2 orrespondsto ase �� of Hund oupling.Based on the above analysis, we an onstrut a hi-erarhy of interations for a quasimoleule onsistingof an ion of the iron group of the periodial system ofelements and its parent atom at typial distanes R0between them that determine the ross setion of reso-nant harge exhange in the range of ollision energies0.1�10 eV. As a result, we have the following hierarhyof interations, whih is more or less satis�ed for allthese ases:Vex � Æi; Æa � U � Vrot;�(R0): (5.6)Here, Vex is a typial exhange interation potential in-side a separated atom and ion, whih determines quan-tum numbers LS and ls for the atom and the ion, Æiand Æa are spin�orbit interations in the atom and ionthat lead to the quantum numbers J and j of the atomand the ion, and U is the interation potential for theion harge with the atom quadrupole moment. Thehierarhy of interations (5.6) is based on the data inTable 1 and the above analysis; it pertains to ase ��of Hund oupling.We now analyze the above hierarhy of interationsfor a moleular ion onsisting of the idential ion andatom from the standpoint of the resonant harge ex-hange in ollisions of ions and parent atoms with va-lene 3d-eletrons in ground states. In the notation offormula (4.2), the proess of resonant harge exhangeis aompanied by the following hange of the ion andatom quantum numbers:LSJMJ lsjmj ! LSJ 0M 0J lsj0m0j : (5.7)Beause the eletron transfer proeeds at low rotationof the moleular axis, the transition of an s-eletronleads to the following relations between momentumprojetions of the olliding atom and ion:M 0J =MJ � 1=2; m0j = mj � 1=2: (5.8)For an e�etive transfer of the s-eletron, the res-onane is required between the initial and �nal stateswith the auray of the ion�atom exhange intera-tion potential �(R) if this transition ours at a sepa-ration R. �(R0) is approximately 10 m�1 aordingto the data in Table 6, where R0 is determined by for-mula (5.3) and haraterizes the ross setion of res-onant harge exhange for strutureless ores. We see

that �(R0) < �", where �" is the energy di�erene forneighboring energy levels with di�erent J and j. Hene,the ross setion of resonant harge exhange in olli-sions of ions and parent atoms with valene 3d-elet-rons in ground states is less than the ross setion inthe ase of strutureless ores and the same parame-ters of the transferring s-eletron. Evidently, the rosssetion of resonant harge exhange involving ions andatoms under onsideration is given by the formula�res = �R212 ; �(R1) � �"; (5.9)and aording to Table 1, �" = (20�40) m�1 for 3d-atoms and ions in the ground states. Hene, beause�(R) � exp(�)R aording to formula (5.1), we haveR0 �R1 = (1� 2)a0: (5.10)This di�erene may be found more aurately for a er-tain ase of eletron transfer. As an be seen, even inthe simple ase of an s-eletron transition, the hargeexhange proess requires taking some details of thisproess into aount. In addition, the resonant hargeexhange proess pertains to the following hierarhy ofinterations in the moleular ions instead of (5.6):Vex � Æi; Æa; U;�(R1)� Vrot: (5.11)Interation hierarhy (5.6) orresponds to ase �� ofHund oupling, whereas (5.11) is related to the asesof Hund oupling intermediate between �a� and ��.In onsidering the resonant harge exhange pro-ess that involves ions and parent atoms with valene3d-eletrons, we obtain that this proess proeeds ef-fetively at separations where the oupling of the ele-tron momenta due to spin�orbit interation inside theolliding ion and atom is omparable to the exhangeinteration potential due to transfer a 4s-eletron be-tween atomi ores. This shows that the ion�atom ex-hange interation beomes important for the momentoupling at small and moderate distanes between theion and the parent atom where this exhange inter-ation is omparable to the quadrupole ion�atom in-teration. From this, it also follows that the shemeof moment oupling in moleular ions under onsider-ation must be revised by aounting for the ion�atomexhange interation at low separations, where the ion�atom quadrupole interation exeeds the spin�orbit in-teration inside the atom and ion.6. CONCLUSIONAs a result of the above analysis, we an onstruta hierarhy of ion�atom interations in a quasimoleule429



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 140, âûï. 3 (9), 2011at large ion�atom separations R that determine theross setion of resonant harge exhange. In this ase,atoms and ions ontain valene 3d-eletrons, and reso-nant harge exhange results from transfer of a 4s-elet-ron, as is the ase for most atoms and ions with notompleted 3d-shells in aordane with Table 1. Atlarge separations, the hierarhy of interations is givenby formulas (5.6) and (5.11), aording to whih theinterations in the quasimoleule an be divided intothree bloks. The strongest interation is the exhangeinteration inside an isolated atom and an ion, whihinvolves eletrons of the 3d- and 4s-eletron shells. Thisinteration along with the struture of the eletron shellfor a given state gives the orbital moments and spins forthe interating atom and ion as the quantum numbersof these partiles. In these ases, the quasimoleulequantum numbers for the ion and atom eletron shellsare LSls (the orbital moment and spin of the atom andthe same quantum numbers for the ion).The seond blok of interations inludes the �nesplitting of atom Æa and ion Æi levels, as well as thelong-range harge�quadrupole interation U betweenan ion and an atom. The harge�quadrupole intera-tion potential U may be arbitrary in omparison withthe spin�orbit interation inside the ion Æi and atom Æadepending on the ion�atom separation. The quantumnumbers for these two bloks of interation are JMJjor JMj (J and j are the total atom and ion momentsand M and MJ are the projetions of the atom or-bital and total moments onto the quasimoleule axis)depending on the ion�atom separations.The rotational energy Vrot is small ompared withthe above interations, and we deal with ases �a� or ��of Hund oupling aording to Table 7. The ion-atomexhange interation potential �(R) may be small oromparable with the spin�orbit and quadrupole inter-ations depending on the ion�atom separation R. Theeletron transition proeeds e�etively where these in-terations are omparable. We note that even in thesimple ase of the ground ion and atom states, whereresonant harge exhange results from the transfer ofan s-eletron, the aurate evaluation of the ross se-tion of this proess beomes umbersome.REFERENCES1. F. Hund, Z. Phys. 33, 345 (1925).2. R. S. Mulliken, Rev. Mod. Phys. 2, 60 (1930).3. F. Hund, Z. Phys. 36, 637 (1936).
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